BEERTRENds

support Your Local Brewer
BY MICHAEL KUdERKA

When we used to talk about local beer,
we were usually talking about supporting local breweries vs. larger national or
regional producers. Now with the expansion of the number of craft brewers, many
local brew pubs, perhaps one just down
the street from your store, are jumping
into the on and off-premise distribution of
their most popular brands in kegs, bottles
and cans.
“We distribute our flagships; Always
Sunny Pale Ale, Hop’solutely, Insidious,
Fegley’s Amber Lager, and Hop Explosion,
to name a few,” explains Josh Bushey,
Head Brewer at Fegley’s Bethlehem Brew

Works in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
“basically if it sells
well in the brew
pubs, we know we
need to start packaging it up”.
Supporting
your local brew
pub becomes an
opportunity for you,
as a retailer, when
consumers become aware that they can get
some of their favorite brew pub brands in
your store to take home. Taking the time
to meet these local
brewers and carry
their brands can
be a real win for
your beer business.

END CAP SIGN HOLDER
Can be used with any J-Series Wine
Racks
Black Powder Coated
18 inches wide X 8 inches high
Minor asembly, No Tools Needed
Can be shipped UPS or FedEx Ground

Wine Rack Features
Front facings are 3 13/16" square. Will
hold the larger wine and champagne
bottles, 750 ml. Holds 6 cases, 6
bottles across and 12 bottles down.
Top facings tilt bottles up for label
display and easy readability.
Rack is completely free standing.
Can be used as an end cap.
Unique design folds flat for easy
shipping. Saves over 50% on freight.
No assembly required.

$69.00
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Four ways to
win
Find out this
year’s brewing
schedule: There
are always seasonal and limited
releases planned.
So, seeing what
your store might
highlight on an
end cap, on tap,
or in a stand-alone
display, could give
you synergistic
sales from what
is going on at the
brew pub.
Also, many
stores now have
growler stations,
and because there
is a good chance

that the brew pub
won’t be bottling
many of the
limited releases,
there might be
an opportunity
to move some
of these very
exclusive beers in
your store.
Have an
in-store tasting:
Nothing drives rapid sales like a tasting,
and nothing is more exciting than talking
with the brewer that brewed the beer you
just sipped.
Brewers have a passion for the ingredients, for the process, and behindthe-scenes stories that are captivating.
Interacting with the brewer makes the
brand personal and gives the consumer an
attachment that will build loyalty to the
brewery’s brands.
“The brewing and sales staff are always
out doing events with retail stores and
bars that carry our brands through beer
dinners, tastings, and education sessions
with staff,” commented Josh. A tasting
event is a win for your store and great
awareness builder for the brew pub.
Training: As mentioned above, there
is nothing better than hearing about the
craft of brewing from the brewers themselves. Gaining an appreciation for the
process, a deeper familiarity with ingredients, and better understanding of how to
care for the beer once it hits your shelves
and taps, all works toward creating better
educated sales people and ultimately
providing a better beer experience in your
store.
Brewers can explain why they use
certain yeasts, how these add to the flavor
and complexity; why they use a certain
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base malt at the brewery; what different
hop varieties contribute to the varying
aromas and flavors to their beer; and how
specialty malt enhance the flavor, quality
and color of the beer.
As craft beer benefits from more and
more hands on selling, this knowledge
base will go a long way toward improving
your sales staff and expanding the beer
knowledgeability of your store.
Observing the brewing process: “The
best way to appreciate beer is to come in
and observe a brew day. This way retailers
get the full sensory experience from grain
to glass, smelling hops, tasting malt, and
being shown the differences yeast makes,”
Josh concludes.
Recently I was able to watch the brewing process at Fegley’s Bethlehem Brew
Works in Pennsylvania with Josh. Observing the brewing process from beginning to
fermenter, there is a greater appreciation
for what goes into consistently brewing
great beer on a commercial scale.
Fegley’s has a huge local following
at their brew pubs in Allentown and
Bethlehem, and has been distributing in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey for a number
of years.

Thinking Out-of-the-Box?
How innovative is your store at selling
beer? We would like to know. If you have
promotions that go beyond refilling the
cold box, we would like to hear from you
and share your “out-of-the-box” thinking
with our fellow Beer Trends readers.
E-mail me at mkuderka@mcbasset.com
with your successful ideas for selling beer,
along with your contact information. If we
write about your program in our column
we will send you a free copy of The 3rd
Edition of The Essential Reference of Domestic Brewers and Their Bottled Brands.
Michael Kuderka is the Managing Partner
at MC Basset, LLC. The company designs
beer selling solutions and training for On and
Off Premise retailers. Contact Michael at
mkuderka@mcbasset.com.
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